Made in Ridgewood
Made in Ridgewood is a group exhibition featuring work by two groups of artists: the
Ridgewood Artists Coalition, a loose amalgamation of artists who meet regularly to
discuss and promote work by people who live and work in the neighborhood, along with
the residents, neighbors, and co-workers of OUTPOST Artists Resources, that houses
five artists and musicians.
Opening reception: October 1 6-9pm.
On view: October 1-22, 2016, noon-6pm. (Closed Tues.-Wed.)
Made in Ridgewood was created by way of an open call, for any artists living and
working in Ridgewood, with some extension into neighboring Bushwick, to submit their
work. The result is not completely exhaustive of those who submitted, and is not a
complete representation of the complexity of the neighborhood, but it does act as a
survey of artistic values in a densely complex area, as well as a testament to an act of
dialogue. This dialogue takes place between people whose personal backgrounds and
cultural identities may be considered disparate — a reflection of the vast range of
people living in one of the most diverse urban areas in the world — but whose identities
and lives meet at the crucial intersection of being artists.
Featured artists include Coalition submissions: Yasmeen Abdallah, Kate Bae, Bill
Bartholomew, Ethan Boisvert, Michele Witchipoo, Daniel Boventer, Mengwen Cao,
Campy Dicks, Liliana Dirks-Goodman, Nathalie Di Sciascio, Elizabeth Donsky, Rachel
Dove , Danielle Draik, Pablo García, Ida Gavois, Tim Gowan, Huisi He, Georgia
Hinaris, Ji Hoon Kim , An Hu, Daniel Iliescu, Spadiode, Sandra Koponen, Molly
Lambe , Connor Lawson, Deanna Lee, Stephen Lewis, Christina Massey, Varvara
Mikushkina, David Nakabayashi, Sharilyn Neidhardt, James Peay, Joshua
Pelletier, Kyle Andrew Phillips, Gabriela Rassi , Elizabeth Riley, George
Rosa, Christopher Rose , Rebecca Rubinstein, Isabelle Schneider, Sara
Schraeter, Farshid Shafiey, Vered Snear, Jeanette Spicer, Kelli Thompson, Jimmy
Valdez Osaku, Allison Wade, Tyson Washburn, Chenli Ye, Beata Zalewski, And
OUTPOST community contributors Alex Drewchin, Winslow Laroche, Jonah
Rosenberg, Andrew Sutherland, Caterina Verde, David Wightman, Magin Schantz,
and Libby Mislan.
Organized by Emily Heinz
Production crew: Ruth Kahn, David Weinstein, Jonah Rosenberg, Mia Wendel-DiLallo

Made In Ridgewood
OUTPOST Artists
at Outpost Artists Resources 1-15 October 2016
North and South Walls (clockwise from video flatscreen, see wall map for main gallery wall))
VIDEOS:
Libby Mislan
Ghazal for Yemaya
2016
Jonah Rosenberg
Excerpt from his multi-media chamber opera “Ode To Jackeen”
2015
David Wightman
Meant to Live
2016
NORTH WALL:
Andrew Sutherland
(Windshield wiper painting)
(snowball paintings)
Winslow Laroche
(on pedestal)
SOUTH WALL
Alex Drewchin
(quilt)
Caterina Verde
(diptych)
Magin Schantz
(wall sculpture)
Dillon de Give
Thomas The Train Toy Camera
(photos)
GALLERY FLOOR
Skip LaPlante
(string instrument)

Turn to the corresponding page number for further
information on each piece.
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1 - Kyle Andrew Phillips
2 - Stephen Lewis
3 - George Rosa
4 - Molly Lambe
5 - Kate Bae
6 - Danielle Draik

13

7 - Daniel Iliescu
8 - Liz Johnson
9 - Allison Wade
10 - Joshua Pelletier
11 - Michele Witchipoo
12 - An Hu
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13 - Tim Gowan
14 - David Nakabayashi
15 - Tyson Washburn
16 - Isabelle Schneider
17 - Beata Zalewski
18 - Farshid Shafiei
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19 - Pablo García
20 - Sara Schraeter
21 - Vered Snear
22 - Gabriela Rassi
23 - Ethan Boisvert
24 - Christina Massey
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25 - Emily Heinz
26 - Yasmeen Abdallah
27 - Bill Bartholomew
28 - James Valdez Osaku
29 - Rachel Dove
30 - Varvara Mikushkina

42

31 - Christopher Rose
32 - Georgia Hinaris
33 - Sharilyn Neidhardt
34 - Sandra Koponen
35 - Ji Hoon Kim
36 - Chenli Ye

37 - Nathalie Di Sciascio
38 - Mengwen Cao
39 - Deanna Lee
40 - Rebecca Rubenstein
41 - Ida Gavois
42 - Campy Dicks

TITLE: Red Hair
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Oil on panel
DIMENSIONS: 42x36”
In my paintings, realistic subjects are re-imagined as artifice. I use highly synthetic
colors and an overtly descriptive painting style to create an unnatural interpretation
of my imagery, pushing them beyond beauty and toward the unreal. I’m interested
in what is natural versus what is artificial, and the often uncomfortable place where
these two qualities meet.

Installed in front vestibule

Elizabeth Riley
TITLE: HERE
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Paper wall sculpture made from inkjet-printed video stills
DIMENSIONS: 17 x 11 x 7”
This paper sculpture gives the immateriality of video a physical presence, while also speaking to
the cultural, digital, present moment. The sculpture is made from video stills exported from
some of my videos and printed out in the studio on an inkjet printer, then folded and glued or
attached with paper fasteners.

Installed in front vestibule

James Peay
TITLE: In her own world
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Acrylic
DIMENSIONS: 8 x 10”
My work depicts someone very dear to me who has the uncanny ability to absorb the
world around them and make it her own.
Installed in front vestibule

Connor Lawson
TITLE: Rayleigh I & II
YEAR: 2015



MEDIUM: Sculpture/Light - Wood, Acrylic Plexi-Glass, Fluorescent Lamps, Color
Gels, Vinyl, Wire: (WxHxL) 2’x4’x10”
DIMENSIONS: 2 panels, both 2’x4’x10”
“Rayleigh I & II” is a diptych light sculpture showcasing the effects of sunlight passing through
Earth’s atmosphere, known as “Rayleigh Scattering”. The piece depicts the everyday
phenomenon of twilight in the American southwest as a study and appreciation of it’s
influence on physics, color and navigation.

Installation in front hallway

Jeanette Spicer
TITLE: Combined
YEAR: 2013
MEDIUM/A: Video
DIMENSIONS: 1920 x 1080, 13” TV, video, 00:01:32
This piece, along with the entire series, how things are, or how they could be,
navigates through conflicting and confusing familial relationships. Most recently, I have
begun investigating the role of the mother/daughter relationship to explore intimacy,
desire, tension, and control. I generate these topics to be seen through my work as a
way of contemplation, and to provide room for curiosity and question into where and
why boundaries lie between parents/guardians and their adult children, as I make this
work as an adult.

Installed in hallway

TITLE: The Unanswered Question
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Video projection with audio
DIMENSIONS: 1080x1920 // 00:01:37
INSURANCE AMOUNT: None

We are in a constant struggle to communicate and fully understand each other. The power of film brings
us together to share one worldview-that of a single protagonist. We relieve ourselves from the double
bind, from the doubt of understanding and the ignorance of believing to have understood. Compassion
allows itself to seep through this untangled channel. It is one of the forms of communication that
simulates what it can be like to connect directly and genuinely to a person.

Video projected onto wall in hallway

Liliana Dirks-Goodman
TITLE: House 3
MEDIUM/A: Knit textile
YEAR: 2016

My art work revolves around a continuous exploration of social and cultural organizational structures and
the products they create. Informed by my background in architecture and rooted in a feminist practice that
takes many forms including performances, workshops, and installations, art is the site that I use to create
situations that are alternative or separate from dominant structures. Art exists for me as a way to model
viable alternatives to existing norms.

Installed in staircase



Elizabeth Donsky
TITLE: Drawing
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Ink on tissue paper, coat rack, coat hangers
My installation projects begin with hundreds of restless drawings – inks, watercolors, encaustics, oils on
paper, traces and rubbings, digital prints – and an investigation of how discrete, still, permanent images
can account for the messy passage of time and the unending transformation of matter.
I explore a vibrant interplay between open-ended drawing processes, the palpable sculptural nature of
materials and the painted and drawn image. The installations dissolve the single viewpoint of one-point
perspective and posit a kaleidoscopic array of shifting pictures that create multiple points of view.
I am fascinated by change through time as well as space: a dialectic between the exquisite experience of
being present and the inevitable cessation of this present – a playful notation of both our subjective
experience and natural processes – all that is incessantly moving, shifting, and evolving.

Installed on gallery floor

TITLE: Ridge Racer
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: oil on canvas
DIMENSIONS: 36 x 48 in.
My paintings are about: division, inclusion, OCD, obscure references, erleichda, blood
sugar, vertigo, being afraid of tall buildings and living here, feeling grounded, feeling
weightless, color relationships, Star Wars, lightening up, my ego, linework, horizons,
challenging nothing or perhaps being non-threatening, bipartisanship, heated sexual
encounters, canvas, linen, hidden acrylic paint, charcoal drawing, offending my peers,
or not, or just trying not to be up my own ass, writing an adequate artist statement,
homage to former aesthetic trends, unfinished qualities, space, clouds, escapism,
support from viewers like you, subjectivity, neon pink, duality, (balance and repetition),
the paint, humanity, freedom, a night at the fair, lists, borrowed ideas, slick surfaces,
color fields, and urban landscapes.
Please enjoy. I love you very much.
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Stephen Lewis
TITLE: the golden age
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: oil on canvas
DIMENSIONS: 36 x72”

2

TITLE: Woman in a Kimono
YEAR: 2015
MEDIUM/A: Oil on canvas
DIMENSIONS: 30 x 36”
I work in a figurative or realist style, create drawings in black and white and color, paintings in
oil and watercolor, and sculpture in clay and plastilina. My goal is to apply a vision,
interpretation and expression of the reality I observe to create work that is a new reality for
people to notice and absorb.
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TITLE: Four Feet Away
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Archival inkjet; documentation of a performance
DIMENSIONS: 16x20”
My work documents the act of searching for poetry and meaning in everyday life, in
small moments and in the uncontrollable. By isolating simple but powerful gestures, I
hope to use art as a healing act to understand identity, human connection, and the world
around us.
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Kate Bae
TITLE: Drawing: Terra II
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Acrylic, Styrofoam, plants and spray paint on acrylic sheet on wall
DIMENSIONS: 33x38x17
My art is an attempt to investigate identities (myself as a Korean, American,
immigrant and a woman) and explore the relationships between various color
harmonies and surface textures through the language of painting. This
provides me with the means to explore the range of possibilities allowed
through color choice, composition, method of application, and surface
preparation.
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TITLE: Acting As Your Own God
YEAR: 2015
MEDIUM/A: Acrylic on Mirror
DIMENSIONS: 24” in Diameter
Danielle Draik is a born and based painter/sculptor from New York City. Her work
focuses on "The Self" and what shapes identity and personhood. Intimate moments and
single figures are a reoccurring subject in her work.
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Daniel Iliescu
TITLE: Reclining Nude
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: dry pastel , ink on watercolor paper
DIMENSIONS: 16x24”
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Spadiodi
TITLE: Ridgewood Rooftop
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Acrylic on Board
DIMENSIONS: 16" x 20"
This is a rooftop that a person can just about see from the end of the platform of the
Fresh Pond Road Station. Although the space seems bare and confined, I think that all
the other objects: the fish, the frog, the owls, et cetera, make the space lively and
create a sense of expectancy. The owls are keeping vigil, the angel is kneeling in
anticipation. The photos of the palm trees show a different world; an inviting one that a
person could walk into.
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Allison Wade
TITLE: Man Child (red)
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Oil on Canvas
DIMENSIONS: 20x24"
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Joshua Pelletier
TITLE: Man Hands
YEAR: 2014
MEDIUM: pen and ink, blue tape, collaged image
DIMENSIONS: 13.5” wide x 17” tall (unframed)

These drawings could be loosely described as “male insecurity” images. In them, I have
rendered the peculiar psychological space of the central male figure, found in an old picture
frame from the seventies. Images of the fears and longing of these men gets drawn out of
their features as I draw their faces, and then boiled down to its essence in my my mind. It
becomes a cypher, at which point it gets repeated, telescoped and fractalized. Internal
anxieties take on the properties of ornamentation. In baroque fashion, I use them here to
frame the central figure, a halo woven from their own insecurities made manifest.
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Michele Witchipoo
TITLE: Reverend Mother
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Pen, ink, watercolor illustration board
DIMENSIONS: 11 x 17 inches, 27.9 cm x 43.1 cm

Influenced by Dystopian science fiction, and combined this with symbolism. An old film, Dune based on
the Frank Herbert book series comes to mind. The imagery is based on the Reverend Mothers, who are
very powerful women. These women on the surface are very ‘witch’ like, possessing what would be known
as occultist skills. This film had an impact during my adolescence. Now as an adult I’ve re-visited the
movie (David Lynch version) with a different perspective.
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An Hu
TITLE: I looked and looked: a death of visual taste (pt. 2, 3, 4, 6)
YEAR: 2015-2016
MEDIUM/A: Video / acrylic and sea water on canvas
DIMENSIONS: 01:09:49

“a death of visual taste”, began from a need to challenge vision and visual aesthetic
in a dominant visual art. Thinking about painting and its reliance on the eyes led me to
banish it completely and paint through the reception of other senses. The product of the
action becomes subordinate to the process of creation; the physical paint object is now
considered secondary to the artistic process. The artwork is received as video or
performance of the creation.
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Tim Gowan
TITLE: Moment Manifest
YEAR: 2015
MEDIUM/A: paint/paint pen/wood board
DIMENSIONS: 20x30”
VISUAL KOANS
In Zen, a Koan is a paradoxical statement or question used as a meditation discipline with the intention
to exhaust the analytic intellect and egoistic will, and entertain a response on the intuitive level. When it
comes to my work that is my intention.
Better yet, I came across following statement that are not of my own words, but best describes my
intention. Enjoy….

The world is a musical phenomenon. Good music never refers to anything except for the music itself.
You don’t ask Mr. Bach of Ravi Shankar…“What do you mean by this music? What is it intended to
express?” Bad music always expresses something other than itself, like the 1812 Overture or the Sunken
Cathedral. Good music never talks about anything other than the music. “Bach, what’s is your meaning?”
He say. “Listen, that’s the meaning. Giraffes are giraffing, trees are treeing, clouds are couding, and rain
is raining. And if you don’t understand, listen again.”
(Allan Watt)
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David Nakabayashi
TITLE: “Land of the Free – 09”
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Oil on canvas
DIMENSIONS: 24 x 24”
Sometimes I think I'm free, but more often I feel trapped. I'll stay in my studio for weeks, rarely
traveling more than a few blocks, but then I have to break out and I wander over to Manhattan or back
out to the West. Maybe freedom is a shackle we're forever trying to break, or maybe it's just money
that I'll never have, or maybe it really is the enlightened state I'm always longing for. The truth my
society tells may be true to someone but it's not always real and telling the real from the myth is
difficult these days. But I'm an artist so I don't need to tell the difference. My paintings and drawings
and sculptures slip right in between truth and myth and flow from my past, from my country's past right
into the discombobulated burning sexy future. Perhaps there is a little freedom to be found in that.
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TITLE: Knee #1
YEAR: 2015
MEDIUM/A: Digital C-Print
DIMENSIONS: 12 x 18”
These images depict cypress knees growing in the swamps of Mississippi. Their
function is still an enigma (there are some scientific theories). They are uncanny in the
way they grow, like some Alien life. I choose to photograph them as portraits to
emphasize their bizarre uniqueness and their individuality.
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Isabelle Schneider
TITLE: Torn
YEAR: 2015
MEDIUM/A: Digital Photograph on Spandex
DIMENSIONS: 20” x 16”
Torn is a part of the Objects and Surfaces Series, a group of photographic works of contextual
appropriation, that is, a partial or full disassociation of the subject matter - an object or surface - from
its original environment, to create a new perceived identity and/or illusionary effect, further created by
medium it is printed on. Primarily shot on the street or in industrial buildings, the works allude to
contemporary life in an industrial age, their focal point being the separation of the “best and most
beautiful” from the superfluous, which also serves as a metaphor for a way of living.
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TITLE: Big Eyes
YEAR: August 2016
MEDIUM/A: Acrylics on canvas
DIMENSIONS: 24x30”
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Farshid Shafiei
TITLE: ExtremEast/ExtremWest (Extremist series)
YEAR: 2015
MEDIUM/A: Acrylic on canvas
DIMENSIONS: 40x40”
This series are about Extremist, humor side of Extremist which is the same in all over
the world from east to west and it’s ridiculous and similarities make them more
ridiculous. It not depends on policy, it’s socialistic and it is in all aspects of our life.
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Pablo García
TITLE: Iluminates of Tanatheros
YEAR: 2014
MEDIUM/A: Sculpture (Natural silk, spray foam, acrylic resin, mirror domes, barbaque spikes,
bandage, velvet, vaginal speculum)
DIMENSIONS: 60x42x12”
Issues about death, erotism and sexuality.
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TITLE: La Petite
YEAR: 2015
MEDIUM/A: Digital C Print
DIMENSIONS: 11x14”

This piece, "La Petite" is part of a series titled The World of Wednesday. The series is meant to explore
the fears and traumas we face from the point of view of a small child, which is normally the stage of our
lives when we develop our fears, as well as our coping and survival skills. The photos are taken from a
psychological point of view, rather than a documentary point of view to make the viewer connect with the
piece emotionally, rather than as a bistander.
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Vered Snear
Title: Crack the Window
Year: 2016
Medium: Single Channel Video
In this work, I appropriate user tutorials as a genre in order to investigate the relationship
between technology and culture. The work presents a teenage vlogger instructing how to use a
fictive app. With media increasingly becoming more life-like and life increasingly adapting the
logic of media, sleek interfaces of operating systems, internet browsers, and websites makes it
difficult to stop, identify, and think critically about how these things actually structure and
monopolize our experience --despite the misleading empowerment of “user-generated content”
or “customizable” options. I am interested in interrupting this seemingly closer getting circuit and
seeking not only to deconstruct the formal and instrumental aspects of Internet browsing, but
also the identities that are constructed with and within it.
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Gabriela Rassi
TITLE: To Georgia O’Keeffe
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Acrylic paint on canvas
DIMENSIONS: 18 x 24”
Memory can connect us to feelings of belonging and our identity. It can be factual but
also fictional. Expression that comes before concept allows us to retrieve and connect
to such precious memories. It can remind us of who we are.
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Ethan Boisvert
TITLE: Wilma
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Acrylic on canvas
DIMENSIONS: 60x60”
My work is primarily an investigation of abstraction and how it can be brought into a more narrative
sense than the common (and I must say generalized) understanding of what abstraction is, Pollock,
de Kooning, their crowd, and all the variations. Though I have a strong reverence for abstract
expressionism, I have stronger influences at this time, considering NY street life, street photography,
Milton Avery, etc. I like the thought of how one might approach making iconic style art like that of the
14th century Italian painters without being so literal. Maybe one could be literal but with more current
ideas. How does one do this and not become mere illustration, or political art? These are the
questions I face in my basic approach and evolution.
23

Christina Massey
TITLE: Interwoven 13
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Oil on Canvas & Linen with Clothing



DIMENSIONS: 24” x 24”

Interwoven is a series of works created by cutting up my own past artworks and hand
stitching and weaving them together with clothing so that the surfaces are
three-dimensional and quilt-like. The clothing consists of mostly business attire (khaki’s
and collared shirts) and/or denim jeans. The denim represents the Artist, the business
clothing the commercial and financially driven aspect of working in the Art World. The
two are intertwined, the Artists desires and the fiduciary necessities and unavoidability
of influence that business and money plays on the Art World itself. By combining the
works in an abstract, vaguely areal landscape-like form, I hint at the commercial and
artistic practices of both these mediums, here literally interwoven together.
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Emily Heinz
TITLE: Listener II
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM: Inkjet print of a photogram
DIMENSIONS: 8 x 10”
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Yasmeen Abdallah
TITLE: The Delirious Needle
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Painting
DIMENSIONS: 16 x 20
I investigate aspects of ephemera of humanity and their subsequent materiality. Focusing on objects as
artifacts of the immediate present, these collected entities serve as samples of the complex world we
inhabit; and are examined and altered into new forms that reference past histories, yet reflect distinctly
new identities. I reference analogue modes of communication and labor in the midst of a digital world.
In highlighting the artist's hand in the work, my artistic practice references notions of labor,
intuitiveness, trial and error, and the power of choice. The new compositions of past detritus lead us into
contemplative discussion regarding human positionality in relation to their anthropological and sociological
places within our society.
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Bill Bartholomew
TITLE: Field Notes and Images: An Anarchist’s Guide to the New City
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Marker on paper
DIMENSIONS: 8 x 10”
I suppose I’ve put a lot of research and experimentation into my work over the years, most of the time not
even realizing that I’m in that mode. Living in the skin and mind of a singer/songwriter has required me to
kick more than a few doors down, and NYC is the perfect place to try to pull the curtain back on whatever it
is that runs the show. Somehow, it seem, just as you seem to have the highbeams pointing at the

mysterious one, backed into a some kind of Irving alleyway, she slips away, and nightturns to midday in the
blink of an eye.

I started to draw years ago because I wanted allies and I wanted to visualize something of what I’m
chasing, but it is only in this past year that I’ve dug deeper than sketches.
It is good to know that you’re not alone in this pursuit; surely, there is an Underground Railroad that
connects all of the “seekers”, and it is here in these Field Notes and Images that I have documented
characters that I’ve encountered or anticipate I will meet in various levels of consciousness.
As for The City itself, it has become more and more clear to me each day that the true city The New City 

exists in a space and time that we may not be able to comprehend. Perhaps that is what we are all
seeking, and where we may eventually meet.
Use these notes to prepare for that shared experience.
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Jimmy Valdez Osaku
TITLE: Seres 3 y 4
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Oil on canvas
DIMENSIONS: 40 x 30”

My area of works ranges from creating the visual arts to writing works of literature. I like
to think that the world is a vast laboratory for trial and error.
Be it a canvas or a sheet of metal, a wooden bucket or the shade of a tree on any
corner, all reflects art, all can be hung in a space, somewhere, in those nooks of
reflection when the soul meets the pleasure of senses. I believe in the constant search
for those intimate asides, those moments, each sign or cause casual of symbolisms
involved in the creative spirit of men. Hands, words, the more introspective colours of
those feelings always flying to some daily cannibalism (seeing things without actually
seeing them). Feeling and transcending those ideas in universal form and reflection,
seeking to answer the questions, what is transcendent.
28

Rachel Dove
TITLE: Grid Series no.5
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: fiber reactive dyes on canvas
My work examines the space between fine art and the labor of feminine contemporary
crafts such as dyeing, silk painting and weaving. Influenced by painterly abstraction,
textile design and urban grid systems, I build layers of new interrelated arrangements.
Traditional Malian dyed fabrics and contemporary tie-dyed applications inspire my
current paintings. Implementing certain dye resist techniques, layers of invented
patterns are drawn into thin coats of flour paste and then dyed. Grounded in process,
repetition and historical observation my studio practice visually embeds
unpredictability, feminine identity and flawless imperfections.
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Varvara Mikushkina

TITLE: Stained Glass Ocean
YEAR: 2015
MEDIUM/A: Archival Pigmented Ink
DIMENSIONS: 24x30 inches

Lux and Lumen is about the false-ness of images. The title refers to the terms for direct light and
reflected light. Also, “lux” is a play on luxury, and the focus on the false value we place on certain
objects of fashion or desire. I was highly influenced by the palette and aesthetics of an old Soviet TV
show and I wanted to push the idea between a real or an imagined narrative. Aesthetically there is a
play between the objects and their reflective materiality as they are bathed in this “nostalgic light”. I
was interested in how that type of hallucinatory cast can be expanded upon to influence the perception
of the subject matter. The make-shift still life’s, landscapes and portraits don’t offer any answers.
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Christopher Rose
TITLE: Untitled
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Acrylic and Printing Ink on Paper
DIMENSIONS: 18x24”
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Georgia Hinaris
TITLE: The Shroud is Made of Linen
YEAR: 2015
MEDIUM/A: Oil painting on Wood
DIMENSIONS: 22x26''
The purpose of my work is to confront the abject female body. I alternate between early 20th century crime scene
photos and Victorian erotica. I present the naked body with morbid undertones, in an ambiguous, dark setting that
removes the figure from her original context and places her in the uncanny state that lies between the familiar and
unfamiliar. A timeless void, an eerie sense of serenity and placidity that approaches the aesthetic of beauty as an
attachment to the sensual body. These are the hollowed out bodies that once distended the soul. As I move further in
my work, transitioning from the stillness and ambiguity from the death of the feminine body to delving into deeper
phenomenological means of the feminine identity itself. I strive to open up a dialog between myself and onlookers
about the state of the feminine identity and whether or not it exists without being objects of sexual desire. A dialog
spoken without words, one emulated visually with the use of various glazing and layering techniques, bridging the
gap between classic and contemporary figurative painting.
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Sharilyn Neidhardt
TITLE: Omnivalence
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Oil on canvas
DIMENSIONS: 30” x 40”

While working on a series this year about domestic conflict and the armor of capitalism, I found
myself coming back to making images of water. The tranquility of reflected images on the surface
of water refreshed me and allowed me to continue on exploring more difficult feelings. I was
happy for hours and hours working on this painting, finding calligraphic marks and layers of
complicated color in superficially simple images. My existential thirsts are quenched here and any
stain washed away. The inherent surface tension holds an edge of terror for me as well: how
deep is the water?
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Sandra Koponen
TITLE: The Turkey Point Nuclear Facility is Leaking
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Oil on canvas
DIMENSIONS: 24"x36"
I was an environmental activist before I was a painter, and spent four days in jail for taking a
part in a blockade of the Diablo Nuclear Power Plant in 1981. The plant is built on a fault line
and, just this year, pressure from environmental groups succeeded in beginning the process of
closing down the plant; it is slated to be closed by 2025. Inspiration for this painting came from
news about dangerous leaks at Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant (one hour from NYC) and
the Turkey Point Nuclear Facility (near Biscayne Bay and the Everglades). I am drawn to
industrial landscapes, particularly when they are abandoned and overgrown. If I can raise
awareness about issues in my paintings I am happy to do so.
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Ji Hoon Kim
TITLE: Ivory Towers
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Archival pigment print
DIMENSIONS: 23x35”
I’m questioning and exploring the meaning of city development through project “Ivory Tower” by
constructing an idealistic and surreal cityscape.
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Around the globe, all the great cities are trying to use city development as the way to solve the problems
like raising in housing price, which caused by high density in population and economic growth. On the
surface, expanding the geographic area and re-utilizing the space could be a breakthrough to those
questions. However, whether the actual implementation of the city development really serve its original
purpose still remains controversial.

Seoul City is one of those metropolitan cities. In this city where I grew up, real estate planners and
developers have been keeping tearing down outdated buildings, reconstructing them and developing new
areas. New buildings raise as old buildings disappear, which leads to over-homogenized and gentrified
cityscape. As a result, raising in housing price becomes inevitable, which forces original residents to
move out their habitats. In this reality, the original intentions of city development have been distorted.

My work, project “Ivory Tower” is intended to explore the relationship between reality and illusion. I used
buildings as a metaphor, to represent people’s desires and illusions. In first part of my work, I manipulated
images of existing architectures to look flat in order to create the feeling an equal presence of reality and
fiction. Since buildings are built in straight lines but they don’t look straight at eye level, such images are
only possible in photographic space, and impossible to be seen in real space. I also created an imaginary
city that is filled with old buildings that are getting bigger and bigger, inviting and encouraging viewers to
imagine living in such a high-density building location.

In the second part of my work, I used 3D images and sculpture to show my imagination in a further extent.
In order to highlight the shape of object, I created my imaginary buildings in black and white as if they
existed in a black and white void. 3D printing allows anyone to reproduce the same building easily as long
as he/she have the 3D blueprint file, which mimics the reality that similar projects could be executed over
and over again. I printed the 3D tower sculpture in ivory, to reflect how fantasy, precious and sophisticated
the real estate developers would like their buildings to be. I only showed buildings but nothing else in my
3D images and video to amplify the absurdity of the development plans and the awkwardness I felt
whenever I see such plans.

Hopefully, my work will generate questions for the viewer to reflect upon about the
environments they live and how they are changing.
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TITLE: Stillfood
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Photograph
DIMENSIONS: 16x20”
Stillfood is a project that takes its source of inspiration as my personal admiration to
food. I go to the Farmer’s Market, collecting beauties from what we consume in daily life
and photograph them in hands before cooking them. The photographs transform the
ingredients into abstract symbols. The sparse composition eliminates the photographic
noise, yet maximizes the storytelling of the material’s smell, taste, and texture… The
clinical lighting enhances the simplicity that leaves space for the viewers to explore their
imaginations through the vision.
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Nathalie Di Sciascio

TITLE: Sleeve(less) II
YEAR: 2015
MEDIUM/A: acrylic, brass screws, raveled denim shirt sleeve
DIMENSIONS: 24” x 12”
My work explores the fundamentality of humanness by focusing on the traces bodies leave on
cloth with wear and over time. I explore the emotional, unnamable quality of clothing by taking
apart used clothing in order to know it, understand it, and ultimately discover something which
is hidden in its original form. My process is two-fold: first, I take apart the garment, carefully
unpicking the seams and saving the threads that hold the pieces together (and the dust or dirt
that has nestled into the seams). I then begin deconstructing the independent pattern pieces
using processes like raveling, reweaving, sewing, and composing to uncover that which I find
most appealing about them – the punctum. The punctum is simply the recognition of
humanness (a fulguration!), a connection between our own humanness and that of others.
Thus by memorializing the threads of wear, I uncover the life the cloth lived and the phantom of
the person who wore it, discovering the life of the clothing ‘beyond’.
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Mengwen Cao
TITLE: HERE WE ARE
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Multimedia Website
DIMENSIONS: 5 videos on the website ranging from 1 min to 6 minute. Non-liner.

I'm a 26-year old Chinese girl. My parents think that I have never fallen in love. It is not
true. We never talk about relationships because I have a secret: I like girls.
The letter written in Chinese, scrolling behind my profile, is my confession. Video excerpts
show me coming out to my parents, alongside their honest, unfiltered response. My story is not
unique. Only 5 percent of LGBTQ people in China are completely open about their identity
owing to huge family and societal pressure.
Here We Are aims to give a voice to this community and explore the hidden stories. Here we
are in spite of everything.
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Stephen Lewis
TITLE: the golden age
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: oil on canvas
DIMENSIONS: 36 x72”

2

Rebecca Rubenstein
TITLE: Reflections
YEAR: 2015
MEDIUM/A: digital print and crayons
DIMENSIONS: 8”x10”
This piece is a mother, daughter collaboration. Rebecca and Sasha Rubenstein love to draw, paint, take
photos and visit museums together.
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Ida Gavois
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: Painting, Oil on wood.
DIMENSIONS: 12 x 16”
My work revolves around the inexplicable that constantly is being explained, the necessity of
words and how they simultaneously are insufficient, both in relation to the creation of the self
and the image of the reality that goes beyond our common world.
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TITLE: Boot in Balls, (after the youtube video genre)
YEAR: 2016
MEDIUM/A: plaster, pigment, sock, thread, Timberland boot, plastic bowl
DIMENSIONS: 24 x 9 x 5”
“Boot in Balls” is a humorous reference to kicked -in-the- balls genre of YouTube videos. Only here
the urban fetish Timberland boot is gently nestled in a bowl of pastel hued balls of hand rolled
plaster. It has been said that I make objects dealing with desire and marginal aesthetics. It is often
the case that bad feelings arise from a disconnect between desire and reality. But it is also truthy that
bare reality itself can cause of bad feelings, and furthermore that consumer objects can offer
compensatory pleasures and mental satisfaction in a life otherwise poorly lived.
Campy Dicks was born in Alexandria Virginia to a family of globetrotting translators, artists and
democracy workers. He grew up in exotic despotic capitals of the world such as Kabul, Manila, Dakar,
Tunis, Managua and Antananarivo. Campy currently lives in ultra-hip Bushwick where he is raising
money to build a tropical garden of idols on the island of St. Kitts. He is represented by the Troll Hole
where his ass clocks are for sale.
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